
Necta Kalea
Plus 

High speed, high performance, top quality. 
Just a touch, and anybody can get a high quality drink with Kalea Plus. Kalea Plus uses cutting
edge technology together with the heritage of Italian espresso, taste and culture. The
outstanding throughput and speed will satisfy even the most demanding customers. Kalea Plus
enables the creation of a personal customized coffee menu: a unique pleasure with enraptures,
sip after sip. 

Grind on demand fresh bean-to-cup coffee
Configuration: 1 fresh bean + 2 instant + fresh
milk +  steam
No. of canisters: 3
No of selections: up to 10 per page (4 pages) 
Display: large and user-friendly 7th touch
screen
User interface: one touch operation
Milk system: professional geared milk pump
Water pump: professional rotary water pump
Coffee brewer: NECTA patented Z4000
Coffee brewer capacity: large (7-15g)
Boiler number: 2 large stainless steel boilers
Boilers capacity: 800 cc each for large cups
Beans hopper capacity: 1.2kg
Instant canister capacity: 1.5 L (approx. 1.5kg)
per canister
Liquid waste container capacity: 1.4 L 
Solid waste container capacity: approx. 50
doses
Ability to communicate with telemetry &
remote monitoring
Option of plumbed or tanked water supply
Closed hydraulic system 
Automatic and easy cleaning
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Designed and manufactured under license in Italy

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS
 L: 586mm x W: 368mm x H: 788mm
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Necta Kalea Plus 

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 47 Kg
Power: 3000 W
Voltage: 2320/240 V
Frequency: 50 Hz

Customize your quality drinks. 
Enhance the consumer experience with
the appealing user interface and an
entirely customizable 7" touch screen.
Embedded WiFi, Bluetooth and 3G
connectivity. 

A state-of-the-art technology.
Hydraulic circuit in pressure, with a
rotative pump and a new volumetric
counter, and patented Z4000 coffee
brewer.


